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SPECIALIZED WORK LIGHTS 
FOR DETAILING AND COLOUR MATCH
SCANGRIP has developed a complete concept of specialized work 
light solutions designed for the detailing and paint industry. The 
unique features of the work lights are also specifically designed for 
accurate colour match.  
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//  The COB (chips on board) LED technology provides     
      a unique, uniform and completely even illumination    
      with only one shadow which makes it particularly       
      effective for detailing light

// The colour temperature (KELVIN) exactly fits the         
     specific requirements for efficient work light in the   
     detailing industry 

The SCANGRIP DETAILING concept has embedded all possible needs for effective 
and specially designed work lights including suspension and stand solutions for both 
stationary and flexible positioning of the lights.
 
The SCANGRIP DETAILING range increases the quality and finish of each operation 
and reduces the rate of time-consuming and costly re-work. Due to the special LED 
features, the SCANGRIP DETAILING range is perfect for any paint, polish, cleaning 
or prep-zone operation. 
 
The sturdy work lights are designed to resist the extreme demands of the painting 
workshop environment. The long operating time of the work lights makes it possible 
to complete a job without interruption of time-consuming recharging.

The SCANGRIP DETAILING range features a 2 COLOUR LIGHT function. This pro-
vides you with the option to choose between 2 different colour temperatures 
depending on the type of job to be carried out. Typically, the WARM LIGHT (4500K) 
is useful for bright surfaces, and COLD LIGHT (6500K) is ideal for dark coloured 
surfaces. 

SPECIALIZED WORK LIGHTS 
FOR DETAILING AND COLOUR MATCH
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CRI CRI+

Work lights to be used for colour match purposes must have a light source with a high CRI value. 
The standard CRI value is calculated as an average of the first 8 R-values out of 15. This means 
that e.g. the R9 (red) value, which is important for correct colour recognition, is not taken into 
consideration for the CRI value. 

SCANGRIP now introduces the CRI+ term defined as an average of all 15 R-values. This is the 
only correct definition of the CRI value to be used for accurate and reliable colour recognition.

CRI+ FOR ACCURATE COLOUR MATCHING
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03.5117
Ultra high CRI COB LED
95 CRI
4000 KELVIN
300-4000 lux @0.5m
100 lumen
10°-70° beam angle
2h operating time
2 X AAA/1.5V  Alkaline
IP54

An easy to carry penlight always readily available in a shirt or pant pocket. 
MATCHPEN is designed for inspection in the workshop and especially 
useful for detection of scratches and swirl marks. 

A powerful output light with excellent colour rendering properties for 
colour match, using a focus function for concentrated and focused light 
ranging from 10° to 70°.  

Made of sturdy and durable aluminium supplied with solvent resistant 
glass lens. Comes complete with 2 AAA batteries.

MATCHPEN

MATCHPEN
€ 39 





PATENT
EU DESIGN

2635946
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I-MATCH 2
Provides superior hands-free illumination for any detailing or colour 
match job.
 
Supplied with the newest COB LED technology, the new, rechargeable 
I-MATCH 2 provides an extremely powerful illumination spreading the 
uniform light to the maximum and lightens up your entire field of view.  

By waving your hand in front of the lamp, you will switch on the light when 
needed. In sensor mode, the light can easily be switched on/off, even when 
wearing gloves. 

I-MATCH 2 is provided with the very newest rechargeable battery tech-
nology with long operating time, and sets new standards for professional 
work light. 

Supplied with 2 colour temperature options, cold or warm and 2 lumen 
output options,  50%  or 100%. The robust and sleek I-MATCH 2 is both 
dust and waterproof (IP65) with a remarkably low weight, only 130g.

ILLUMINATED AREA

Standard 
headlamp 

I-MATCH 2 
headlamp

03.5446
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+ 
4500/6500 KELVIN
300/500 lux (step 1/step 2)
80/160 lumen (step 1/step 2)
5h/2.5h operating time
3.8V/1600mAh li-poly
4h charging time
IK07
IP65

I-MATCH 2
€ 79
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03.5446
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+ 
4500/6500 KELVIN
300/500 lux (step 1/step 2)
80/160 lumen (step 1/step 2)
5h/2.5h operating time
3.8V/1600mAh li-poly
4h charging time
IK07
IP65
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SUNMATCH and SUNMATCH 2

03.5416
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+
4500 KELVIN
1100/550 lux @0.5m (step 1/step 2)
400/180 lumen (step 1/step 2)
1h/3h operating time
4h charging time
3.7V/2200mAh Li-ion
IP65

03.5445
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+
4500/6500 KELVIN
1300/650 lux @0.5m (step 1/step 2)
500/250 lumen (step 1/step 2)
2h operating time
4h charging time  
3.7V/2600mAh Li-ion
IP65

Handheld rechargeable work light with excellent colour rendering  properties, for 
perfect colour match. 

Easy to carry in the pocket or in the work belt with the built-in clip, ready at hand 
for quality check between prep-zone operations. 
 
Place the lamp anywhere you want during inspection with the turnable sturdy hook 
or the strong built-in magnet. The flexible lamp head tilts up to 180 degrees. 
Durable construction, dust as well as waterproof, IP65. Supplied with solvent 
resistant glass lens. 
 
Supplied with a two-step operating option: Step 1 = 100%, step 2 = 50% light 
output.   
 
The SUNMATCH lamps are supplied with Li-ion battery and intelligent battery 
indicator at the front: save battery and avoid risk of overheating with the intelli-
gent built-in system. Lamp automatically switches off when in high mode after 3 
minutes of continuous use. 

SUNMATCH
€ 129 

SUNMATCH 2
€ 169
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MULTIMATCH 2
Outstanding and powerful rechargeable work light for detailing providing 
up to 2500 lumen. MULTIMATCH 2 is ideal for inspection of large surfaces 
during polishing, painting and cleaning operations as well as for colour 
match. 
 
MULTIMATCH 2 is designed with DUAL SYSTEM and can be used both with 
cable connection and with battery without cable connection, depending on 
the worktask in question. This gives you  complete flexibility and unlimited 
application possibilities. 

The new 5-step dimmer function makes it possible to adjust the light 
into five different levels. The MULTIMATCH2 is also supplied with a 
user-friendly display showing both battery capacity and the remaining 
operating time.
 
Supplied with 2 colour temperature options, cold or warm and with solvent 
resistant glass lens. The body is made of diecast aluminium which makes 
it extremely sturdy and shockproof to endure even heavy strokes and 
shocks. At the same time it is dust and waterproof, IP67. 

With the new integrated carrying handle, it is convenient to hand carry the 
lamp. The flexible stand can be used as a hanger and to position the lamp 
in the desired lighting angle. The lamp is designed for direct mounting on 
the SCANGRIP TRIPOD and WHEEL STAND.

03.5447
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+
4500/6500 KELVIN
3500 lux@0.5m 
250-2500 lumen 
1-14h operating time
2h charging time
5m cable
11.1V/4400mAh Li-ion
100-240 AC operating voltage
26 W
IK07
IP67

MULTIMATCH 2
€ 249 
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03.5448
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
95 CRI+
4500/6500 KELVIN
8000 lux @0.5m
500-5000 lumen 
5m cable
100-240V AC operatingvoltage
54 W
IK07
IP67

D-MATCH 2
€ 249 

5-step 
dimmer 
function

D-MATCH 2 is the strongest and most powerful detailing work light on the 
market at all, providing up to 5000 lumen. 

The powerful illumination makes it ideal for inspection 
of larger surfaces and to illuminate a specific working 
area in the workshop.   
 
The new light dimmer function makes it possible to ad-
just the light into five different levels, 500-5000 lumen. 

 
Supplied with 2 colour temperature options, cold or warm 

and with solvent resistant glass lens. The body is made of diecast alumini-
um which makes it extremely sturdy and shockproof to endure even heavy 
strokes and shocks. At the same time it is dust and waterproof, IP67. 
 
With the new integrated carrying handle, it is convenient to hand carry the 
lamp. The flexible stand can be used as a hanger and to position the lamp 
in the desired lighting angle. The lamp is designed for direct mounting on 
the SCANGRIP TRIPOD and WHEEL STAND. 



03.5448
Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
95 CRI+
4500/6500 KELVIN
8000 lux @0.5m
500-5000 lumen 
5m cable
100-240V AC operatingvoltage
54 W
IK07
IP67



Ø 0.8m
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SCANGRIP WHEEL STAND
The SCANGRIP WHEEL STAND is developed for mobile positioning of the 
work light in the detailing workshop. It makes it easy to move the light 
to where you need it, and at the same time you avoid uncomfortable and 
heavy lifting from one workplace to the other.

It is fast and easy to position the work light on the SCANGRIP WHEEL 
STAND, and when mounted the light can be tilted to provide the optimum 
beam angle. When the job is done it can easily be put aside.

The SCANGRIP WHEEL STAND is extendable from only 0.7m up to 1.9m 
which gives you complete flexibility to position the light in the requested 
height. To provide illumination for the work on the side of the car the low 
working height is particularly useful.
 
The 3 wheels are sturdy and of high quality and roll easily even on uneven 
surfaces. 2 of the wheels are lockable to secure a safe and fixed position. 
The SCANGRIP WHEEL STAND is made of durable and sturdy powder 
coated steel for both indoor and outdoor use.

FITS
 //  MULTIMATCH 2
 //  D-MATCH  2 

03.5433
Max load 10 kg 
Weight 6 kg

SCANGRIP 
WHEEL STAND

03.5308
Dual bracket for positioning 
of two lamps  
€24.90

€ 109.90 

Welded steel mounting cap
10mm thread  

360° locking system
for a firm grip  

Powder coated steel 

MAX 1.9m

MIN 0.7m





Ø 1.2m
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In the detailing workshop the SCANGRIP TRIPOD is indispens- 
able for stationary positioning of the work light for illumination in a 
specific working area. 

The SCANGRIP TRIPOD is extendable from only 1.35m up to 3m which 
gives you complete flexibility to position the light in the requested 
height. When mounted on the tripod the light can be tilted to provide 
the optimum beam angle.

The stable construction of the SCANGRIP TRIPOD makes it safe  even 
when fully extended. To increase safety when in use the cable of the 
lamp can be fixed in the safety clips placed on each separate leg. 

SCANGRIP TRIPOD

FITS
 //  MULTIMATCH 2
 //  D-MATCH  2 

03.5431
Max load 10 kg
Weight 6 kg

03.5308
Dual bracket for positioning 
of two lamps 
€ 24.90

Welded steel mounting cap
10mm thread  

360° locking system
for a firm grip  

Powder coated steel 

MAX 3m

SCANGRIP TRIPOD
€ 89.90 MIN 1.35m

03.5340

MAGNETIC BRACKET
€ 39.90

For flexible positioning of the 
MULTIMATCH 2 / D-MATCH 2 
on any magnetic surface



03.5431
Max load 10 kg
Weight 6 kg
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COMPLETE DETAILING
AND COLOUR MATCH KIT

• Complete kit content: 
1 x SUNMATCH 2  
1 x MULTIMATCH 2 
1 x I-MATCH 2 
1 x MATCHPEN

• Comes in a custom made 
shock resistant case

 
COLOUR MATCH KIT
€ 549

49.0142
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  // SCANGRIP A/S      Rytterhaven 9      DK-5700 Svendborg      DENMARK      Tel +45 6320 6320      scangrip@scangrip.com

// SCANGRIP is Europe’s leading manufacturer
of work lights for professionals providing the 
strongest and most comprehensive ranges of 
work lights with the latest LED lighting technolo-
gy available on the market.

SCANGRIP is innovation from Denmark: All products are de-
signed and developed by SCANGRIP in Denmark and  manufac-
tured at our own factories.

SCANGRIP receives strong recognition in the marketplace for 
its product design, and the products are known for their high 
quality.

SCANGRIP strives for perfection, and is continuously optimiz-
ing and improving light output, battery capacity, design and 
ergonomics, durability, user-friendliness and functionality.  
The aim is to set new standards for professional work lights.

SCANGRIP was established in 1906 and has been manufac- 
turing high quality hand tools for the industrial and automotive 
sectors for more than 110 years.
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